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Mohney G, Miller MG, Hanson NJ (2016) “Strengthening the Figure Skater: Considerations for Injury Prevention and Performance”. *Strength & Conditioning Journal*– Accepted
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Refereed Monographs
Educational Leadership, Research and Technology

Human Performance and Health Education

Non-Refereed Monographs
Educational Leadership, Research and Technology


Miron, G. (June, 2015). When Children Come First, Collaboration Follows: Springfield Public Schools’ Path to Success in Closing the Achievement Gap. (This was an illustrative case
study I prepared while visiting Teachers College, Columbia University at the close of my sabbatical). Washington DC. NEA Foundation. (6 pages)

Reeves, P. (2015). A scaling up model for school district leaders: adapting the Rockefeller habits for high impact results in school districts. Created for the Courageous Journey superintendent specialty endorsement program of the Michigan Association of School Administrators. Currently preparing manuscript for submission to a peer reviewed journal.
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